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ABSTRACT
This article mainly deals with the investigations on intensional logic
which were stimulated by the development of a computer program for Montague's
"The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English". Some problems
which arose during the design of the algorithm of the program are considered
and special attention is paid to the logical reduction rules which are used
to simplify the expressions of intensional logic. An explicit list of these
rules is presented with a stategy for their application. The correctness of
these rules is proved together with some related results. Finally, several
illustrative examples of generated sentences are considered and some inaccuracies and omissions in Montague's article are indicated.

KEY WORDS & PHRASES: Montague Grammar, Intensional Logic, Computational
Linguistics

*)

This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere.

PREFACE
This report is a revision of report ZW 99. The main difference with
that report is the incorporation of a section with new results.about meaning postulates; e.g. it is proved that a claim in PTQ is not correct. Furthermore a simple counterexample for AV-reduction and a result concerning
A-conversion are added. In several other sections minor improvements are
made.

1 • INTRO DUCT ION
The main part of this program deals with investigations about the logic used in Hontague's article "The Proper Treatment of Quantif:i.cation in
Ordinary English" (Montague, 1973). This article will be referred to as
"PTQ", page numbers are taken from Thomason (1974). The investigations
found their origin in requirements arising during the development of a computer program which follows the proposals of PTQ. We will, therefore, first
consider a survey of the main parts of the program.
The program is a generating program. It generates syntactic structures
according to the syntactic rules in PTQ. Such a structure is a labelled
tree resembling those presented in PTQ. On the one hand, the sentence corresponding to this structure is formed; on the other hand each structure is
translated into the corresponding formula from intensional logic.
Furthermore this formula is reduced in order to obtain a simplified formula,
resembling the formula given in PTQ. By a formula we will understand (differently from PTQ), a meaningful expression of intensional logic of any
type, not just of type t. The main processes of the program are indicated
in the following scheme.
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In the next sections several parts of the program will be considered;
the numbers in the scheme above indicate in which section those parts of
the program are dealt with. After that a list is presented of the reduction
rules used (section 6), and their correctness is proved in sections 9, 10 and

11. These rules are

illustrated by several examples which were generated

by the computer (section 12). Some of the generated sentences brought to
light inaccuracies or omissions in PTQ.
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I will try to indicate the essence of the algorithms and provide motivation for their design. In doing so, I will speak about the computer in
rather antropomorphic terms, like "he chooses" or "he wishes"; needless to
say, this has nothing to do with reality.

2. GENERATION
In this section will be demonstrated how the computer generates syntactic structures; one aspect of this demonstration will be revised in section 4. The computer generates according to rules SI , ••• S14 from PTQ. For
convenience two of them are indicated:
S4: if

ct

S5: if

ct€

€

PT and 8
PTV and 8

€

€

PIV then F 4 (a, 8)

€

Pt

PT then F5 (a,8)

€

PIV

As you notice, the rules are formulated in some function-like notation;
a corresponding terminology is used: a is called the first argument of the
rule, 8 is called the second argument and F4 and F5 are called (string)
formation functions.
The computer wishes to make a sentence. He knows several instructions
which tell him how a sentence could be formed, e.g. a sentence could be the
conjunction of two sentences, neaessariZy followed by a sentence, or formed
according to rule S4. The computer makes at random a choice from these instructions; say S4. According to this rule he has to make as the first argument a (member of the category).term (T), and as the second argument an
intransitive verb (IV). There are several instructions which tell him how
a term could be formed. One is: take a lexical element of the category T.
Assume he chooses to do so and takes Mary. One of the instructions for making
an IV is SS. In this case he has to make as first argument a transitive
verb (TV), and as second one a term. Suppose in both cases he chooses to
take a lexical element; e.g. Zove and John. In this way he has formed the
syntactic structure corresponding to the sentence Mary Zoves John (see fig. I)~
As you notice, making an expression of some category involves making
expressions of other categories: the arguments of the chosen rule. For each
category the way things go is in essence the same. So the "natural" way to
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describe this process is by means of a recursive procedure. The language
used to write the program in is ALGOL-60; this language (as distinct from
FORTRAN) allows for writing recursive procedures.
The kernel of the generating part of the program will be indicated
below. The symbol" :=" should be read as "becomes", it means that the
expression to the left of it is determined by the expression to the right.
In a construction with brackets, e.g. make (category), the expression outside the brackets can be considered as an operator and the expression between the brackets as its argument. category is a variable which may be replaced by any specific category.

procedure make (category)
begin
rule := choose rule for (category)
jf rule is not take lexical element
then begin make (argument 1 of (rule));
if has t-wo arguments (rule)
then make (argument 2 of (rule))
end

else choose lexical element of (category)
end
figure

3, FORMATION AND TRANSLATION

The syntactic structure is some internal data structure, figure 1 gives
a graphical representation of the main aspects of such a structure. We wish
to obtain as output of the program the sentence corresponding to this structure. In fact, to each vertex(= node) of the tree there corresponds a
string (and the sentence corresponds to the root). Such a string is formed
by some combination of the strings corresponding to the arguments (except
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for the lexical elements). The formation of the string is effected, just
as in section 2, by a recursive procedure. Some parts of the procedure (the
instructions for S4 and S5) are as follows.

procedu1~e form string (vertex)
begin de~ instruction corresponding to (rule mentioned at (vertex));
instruction F4: begin form string (argument 1 of (vertex)};
replace first verb in (form string (argument 2
of (vertex)));
concatenate the strings
end
instruction F5: begin form string (argument 1 of (vertex));
replace eventually he by him
in (form string (argument
concatenate the strings

2

of (vertex)));

end
end
In order to obtain a visual representation of the tree, the strings
corresponding to the lower nodes of the tree are also printed. The output
corresponding to figure l is presented below. In the remaining part of this
paper all syntactic structures will be indicated in this way. In general
the formed category and the used syntactic rules are indicated
Sl:TERM:

Mary

SI : TV :

love
John

S1:TERM:
S5: IV :
S4:SENT:

love John
Mary loves John

The syntactic structure has to be translated into a formula of intensional logic . Corresponding to each syntactic rule there is a translation
instruction. All these instructions are of the following type:
in order to TI~ake the translation, you must first make the translations of
the arguments and combine then in a certain way. Therefore, the essence of
the translation part is again a recursive procedure. Note that "making the
translation of" is indeed a function since it is defined on structures instead of on strings.
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English words like waZk are distinguished from logical constants by
a prime' (as in waZk' ). Instead of the constant j from PTQ we will use John' •
The translation of a structure will be presented in the same way as the
syntactic structures. As an example the output of the translation corresponding to figure I is presented.

Mary '*
Zove '
John '*
Zove '(/1.John' * )
I
1
1
Mary * ( A [Zove (A John * )])

4. PROBLEMS WITH HE.

l.

The generation process as described in section 2 leads to a problem with
respect to the rule for Term-substitution; this is rule S14,n (if a

and~

E

Pt then F 1O ,n(a,~)

E

E

PT

Pt). A structure that is obtained by using an

instance of this rule can be partially indicated as follows

a unicorn
Mary seeks him 1
Mary seeks a unicorn

TERM:
SENT:
Sl4,l:SENT:

This sentence could indeed be generated by the computer with this structure: S14 is one of the instructions and he 1 is a possible choice for a term.
However it should be noticed that also the string Mary seeks him 1 can be
the final result of the generation process. Him 1, however, is not an English
word, and thus the computer would have produced a string which is not a
correct English sentence. On the other hand, the computer could have choosen
another term instead of him 1 in the structure presented above, e.g. John.
In that case a unicorn has to be substituted for the first occurrence of

he 1 or him 1 in the string Mary seeks John. There is no such occurrence, so
the substitution has no effect. This results in a sentence, with an absurd
syntactic structure (and also in an absurd logical translation). A related
problem arises with respect to such that constructions; these are made by
rule S3,n(if z;

E

PCN and~

E

Pt then F 3 ,n(z;,~)

E

Pc:J·

In case ~ does not
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contain an occurrence of hen, an incorrect logical interpretation
may appear.
This is demonstrated by the following example (due to STOKHOF & GROENENDIJK
(1976)).

SI
SI

:TERM:

.

CN:

SENT:
S3,2 : CN:

Mary
woman
he1 walks
woman such that he1 walks

he1 loves the woman such that he 1 walks
Sl4,l:SENT:' Mary loves the woman such that she walks
In the final sentence she must refer to woman. The presented structure,
however, would imply that she refers to Mary.
SENT:

In order to avoid all these problems, we will require a "nice" correspondence between occurrences of he

and the rules S3,n and S14,n~ Let us
n
call these rules "he -binding rules", and the second argument of them the
n
"scope of the rule". Now we require that whenever a he -binding rule is
n
used in the syntactical structure, then there is at least one occurrence of

hen within the scope of this rule. Moreover, if there is an occurrence of
hen in the structure, then it is within the scope of an hen-binding rule.
This correspondence between the use of he -binding rules and occurrences
n

of he, makes the choice of a term dependent on the whole syntactic str11c-

n

ture. Therefore we must change the generation process. Besides, for technical reasons it is convenient to use for each index n at most once a he n

binding rule (see also section 9). The stages of the generation process are
now as follows.
1) Generate the whole syntactie structure without the lexical elements. So
the else part in the procedure make (section 2) must be removed.
2) Insert the terms hen. Within the scope of a hen-binding rule there must
be at least one insertion of hen; a hen may not be inserted outside the
scope of such a rule.
3) Insert the words.
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5. REDUCTION PRINCIPLES
A formula that is obtained by translating a complete syntactic structure may be fairly complex. The program cont~ins instructions for reducing
formulas in order to obtain simplified formulas like the ones presented in
PTQ. Such an instruction (=rule) is of the form: under certain conditions,
replace a subformula by another one. A reduction rule should transform a
formula into a logically equivalent one. For some rules, this needs to be
proved. These proofs are presented in sections 9, 10 and 11 in this paper. The
main principle of the reduction process is: apply every instruction that
can be applied and stop when none can be applied any more. If one actually
translates "by hand" one will already during translation simplify the intermediate results. The justification for this way of working is given in section 8. In fact, the computer does his job in this way too, but for perspicuity of exposition I treat the reduction part as a separate stage that
starts after the whole translation has been made.
We want the computer to manipulate formulas. For this purpose it is
convenient to take for a formula not a string, but a labelled tree. Consider
the formula AX

man'(x). This formula is split up in tree parts: the main
operator A, the variable x, and the remaining part of the formula. That part
V
A
is split up in the operator
and the formula
man'(x). This formula is
called the argument of the operator v. This, in its turn is, also split up.
VA

The tree thus obtained is sketched in figure 2.

V

/i.

man' x

(

One of the reduction rules allows us to replace
place the formula AX

()

figure 3

figure 2
VA

VA

man' x

a by a, thus to re-

man'(x) by AX(man'(x)). Since formulas are considered

as trees, this involves a tree transformation. The edge (in figure 2) con-
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necting the root of the tree with A must be replaced by an edge connecting
the root with B. So we obtain the tree sketched in figure 3. This replacement
is produced i.n the program by an instruction such as replace (A,B). The condition for application of this transformation is that there is-some operator
followed by the operator". This condition is "local", it can be verified
by inspecting a little part of the tree. The change is also local: it consists of replacements of some connections in a rather small part of the tree.
The program only contains rules of this nsimple" kind (see also section 12).
A

fragment of the reduction part is indicated below. It is (again) a

recursive procedure, Only the reduction rule treated above is presented.
The program tries to apply this rule in a top-down order.

procedure reduce (vertex)
begin

if.

operator of (vertex)= extension

and operator of (argument of (vertex}) - intension
then; replace (vertex., argument of ( argument of (vertex)))
else begin reduce (argument 1 of (vertex));
if. has two arguments (rule mentioned at (vertex))
then reduce (argument 2 of (vertex))
end

end

6. REDUCTION RULES
Three types of reduction rules can be distinguished. These are (I)
notational conventions, (II) rules which are true in all models and (III)
rules based upon meaning postulates (MP's). For each rule is indicated
where its justification can be found: for instance "p.259,-16" refers to
THOMASON (1974), page 259, the 16th line from below (a"+" would mean
from the top) and "th.8.2" indicates the theorem in section 8 part 2. Some
rules are accompanied by remarks or conditions for their application.
Number of rule; formula 1 is replaced by formula 2; type; motivation is on
A

(RI)

\p[p{ C}]

I

p.260,+5

(R2)

1/J (n)

I

p.259,-5

v

9
V

The notational convention for braces states that ¢{n} = ¢(n). Re-

(R3)

duction rule 7 is applied in order to obtain the above formulation
p.259,-8
I
<j>(y)(n)
Condition in PTQ: ¢(ij;) (n) is a well formed expression of type t. In
section 12 we will see that this condition turns out to be too general.
The computer applies this rule when¢ is the translation of sor.ie verb.

o (u)

(R4)

p.265,+lC,

I

*

Condition: o is the translation of an intransitive verb or of a
connnon noun
(RS)

o( A u, A [vJ * )

o (u., v)
*

I

o

I

p.265,+10

Condition: o is the translation of a transitive verb.
(R6)

A

o( u,

A

A

APP{ V})

This is alternative formulation

*
for

(u., v)

reduction rule 5 (with the same

condition as in (5))
(R7)

VAqi

(RS)

)..z[ .• z .. ](a)

[ •. a •.

J

II

th. l O. l

II

section 9

Conditions for application are found in section 9.
(R9)

7 7 ¢

¢

II

proof is evident

(RIO)

••

D¢

II

proof is evident

(Rl 1)

¢

III

8 (x)

o(x)

*

th. 10.5

Condition: o 1.s the translation of an intransitive verb other thar..

rise or change
(RI 2)

o(x, P)

th.10.6

Condition: o is the translation of a transitive verb other than

seek or conceive.
(Rl3a)
(Rl3b)

Vx[o(x) A P{x}l
Vx[o(x) A [ .. x .. J

A

P{x}J

Vu[o(Au) A P{Au}J
Vu[ 8 (Au) A [ •• l\.u,

III

th.11.5

J A P{'\u} J
III

r. I I. 9

Condition for application of Rl3a or Rl3b: o is the translation of
a common noun other than price or temperature. These rules are based
upon meaning postulate 2. They allow a variable to be replaced by a
variable of another type. Variant Rl3b is needed when a relative
clause is attached to the connnon noun.
(R14a)

Ax[o(x)

(Rl 4b)

Ax[o(x) A [ .. x .. J + P{x}J

+

P{x}J

Au[o(Au)

+

P{"u}J

III

th.11.6

l\u[o("u)A [ •• "u . .J+ P{Au}J

III

r.11.9
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The conditions for application of R14a or R14b ·are the same as the
conditions for rule 13; these rules play a similar role.
(R15a)

Vy.Ax[ o (x)

+-+ x = y J A P{y} J

Vv[Au[ o ("u) ++ u:..-v] A P{"v} J

III
VyAx[o(x)A[ • • x •• J~yJARyJJ

(R15b)

I\

th.11.7
I\

I\

Vv[Au[o( u) Ar... u ••J++u=v] AP{ v}J

III

r.11.9

The conditions and the comment are the same as for R13.
in'"(P)(Q)(x)

(R16)

P{AAy[in;(vy)(Q)(x)J}

III

th.10.7

The rule is formulated so as to parallel the formulations of meaning
postulates 3 and 4 in reduction rules 11 and 12. There is a difference:
the extension operator is applied to only one variable.
(RI 7)

0

AyAxo(x,y)

II

R3 & evident proof

This rule constitutes an exception to the principle that each rule
is applied whenever this is possible. The computer tries to apply
R17 if the following 3 conditions are satisfied: (a) the whole
sentence has been translated, (b) no rule among Rl •• R16 applies and
(c) the expression in which o occurs is not of the form o(a,8).
In PTQ a set of English sentences together with formulas which represent their respective meanings is presented. The above list is intended to contain the reduction rules which are required for deriving these formulas.
This intention is in one case not fulfilled (see section 12 example 9).
On the other hand RI6 goes further than required, since PTQ has no examples
with in.
Some of the rules might look a little surprising (Rl3 and Rl4), others
are quite common (R9 and RIO). Several are mentioned in the examples in
PARTEE (1975); the rules of type II can be found (without proofs) in GALLIN
(1976). But no one had so far presented a list of rules needed for PTQ.
When working "by hand" one usually has some intuition about what a correct
and succesful step for further simplification would be. But the computer
needs an list of rules and a strategy for applying them. So programming
forced us to make our intuitions explicit.
Moreover we had to be sure that the result is correct (namely an equivalent logical expression). The principle that the correctness of the reduction
steps has to be proven is observed by PARTEE (1975). But she only proves
correctness for the specific sentences she treats. We will prove that the
rules mentioned above will yield a correct result in all possible situations.
Thus programming gave rise to theoretical investigations.
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7. DEFINITIONS FOR INTERPRETATION
The proofs for the correctness of the reduction rules will be semantic
proofs: they are based upon the interpretation of intensional logic in a
model A= <A,I,J,~,F>. We will therefore speak of formulas and valuations.
For instance, we will use phrases like "the function such that its value
for the element dis the valuation of a with respect to i,j and g". It is
convenient to have a symbolic notation at hand. The mentioned phrase is
II
A • • II
symbolized by Ad a ,i,J,g. The metalanguage used, contains the symbols
IxJ
a,~,1/1,n (for formulas); a,a 1 (for elements from A); s (from A );
i,k,p(from I); j,t,q(from J); 3,V(as quantifiers); {,}(as brackets) and
some symbols which are the same as the ones in intensional logic (as
=,A,(,),7). We will omit the sets from which a, a 1 , s, i, j, k and i are
IxJ
taken (e.g. 3s stands for 3s € A ).
In the formulas of intensional logic the variables u and V will always
be of type e, and x and y of type <s,e>. The variables z and w can be of
any type, their type will be indicated by

z_;

and

e.

The expression [a/z]~ is

a notation for the formula that is obtained from formula~ by replacing all
free occurrences of z by a.
An A-assignment g is a function with as its domain the set of all variables and such that g(z)

€

Dr.,, , A, I , J

(see PTQ p.258,+7 for a full definition) •

Let j[;e+a:J:1::~n: :rom ne,A,I,J" Then the A-assignment [W + d]g is defined

l[w

+

d]g (z) = g(z) if z f w

The valuation is a function with parameters i,j and g. Its domain is
the set of formulas and its range is U D A I 3 • The valuation of a formula
z_;
z_;, t ,
~ with respect to i,j and g is written as ~A,i,j,g and it is defined by the
following recursive definition.
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

C

A,i,j,g

= F(c)(i ,j)

if

C

is a logical constant

ZA,i,j ,g = g(z)
if z is a variable
{AZi/J}A,i,j,g = Ad{i/J}A,i,j,[z+d]g where d € D
z.;,I,J,A
{1/J(n) }A, i,j ,g = 1/IA,i,j,g(nA,i,j,g)
{1/J=n}A,i,j,g =

{~

if 1/IA,i,j,g = nA,i,j,g
otherwise

12
{ 7 1/J}A' i ,j ,g

(6)

= fl if 1/JA, i, j, g =

10

0
(similarly for A,v,+,4!=>)

otherwise

{Vz<j>}A,i,j ,g =
h th a t ,,,A,i,j,[z+dJg
o/
=
fl if 3d ED A I J sue
1;;, ' '
otherwise
{DI/J}A' i,,j ,g =
Vk,t
1/JA,k, t,g =
if

(7)

10

(8)

{~

otherwise

(9)

similarly for HI/! and WI/!
{AI/J}A,i 1,j ,g = Ak,£ 1/JA,k,£ ,g

(IO)

{vl/J}A,i 1,j,g = 1/JA, i, j , g ( i, j)

8. REDUCTION BASIS
THEOREM. Let

ci I and a 2 be f orrrru las of the same type as z 1., and suppose
• •
· ·
a A,i,J,g
= a A,i,J,g
I
2
A • .
A • ·
Then for aU formulas <I> it holds that\:/. .
{[a 1/z]<j>} ,i,J,g = Ha 2 /z]<j)} ,i,J·,g
1, J ,g

(A):\:/. .
1,J ,g

PROOF. By fonnula induction. First we proof the theorem for the case that
<I>

is variable or a constant. Next we prove it for compound formulas under

the induction hypothesis that the theorem holds for formulas with lower
comolexity. The cases we have to consider are the IO cases from the definition of valuation (section 7). With E7 we refer to the 7th clause of this
definition, with IH to the induction hypothesis.
I)

2)

<j> = c
<I>

then [a 1/z] c
if w

=w

$

= c = [a 2 /z]c

z then see I) else

if W = z then [a 1/z]AWI/J =AW~= [a 2 /z]AWI/J, else

3) <j> = AWi/!

{[al/Z]AWI/J}A,i,j,g = {AW[al/z]I/J}A,i,j,g E) M{[a/zJlj/,i,j,[z+d]g =
IH Ad{[a,/z]I/J}A,i,j,[z+d]g E3 {[a /Z]AWI/J}A,i,j,g
=

8)

<I>

=

=

1.(

[]lj,

A • •
{[a /z] []lj,} ,i,J,g =
I

2

<=> {O[a /z]I/J}A,i,j,g =I<=>
I

13

EB

~

\.II.

VI.\.,

{[al/z]ijJ}A,k,t,g = 1 ~ Vk,t{[a2/z]ijJ}A,k,t,g
= 1

9)

<fJ

-

"w
1Jl

a Hal /z]Oi!J}A, f,j

,g=l

{[a/zJ"iµ}A,i,j,g = {"Ca/zJijJ}A,i,j,g ~ :\kt {Ca/z 7 ijJ}A,k,t,g =
:\k,t {[a2/z]$}A,k,t,g E} {[a2/zJ"ijJ}A,i,j,g

The cases 4 to 7 and 10 are left to the reader
CONSEQUENCE. The basis for the reduction process has been laid. The proofs
for the reduction rules are such that we prove the equivalence in the sense
of (A) of two formulas. Applying a reduction rule means that a subformula
is replaced by its equivalent mentioned in the rule. The justification for
the replacement of subformulas is provided for by this theorem. The same
idea underlies the way we work "by hand"; a formula is reduced even when
the complete context has not yet been formed.

9. LAMBDA CONVERSION

THEOREM. Let :\z[cp](a) be a formula and suppose

I) No free occurrence of a variable in a becomes bound by substitution

of a for z in cp.
and II) One of the following conditions holds
II. 1) the variable z does not occur within the scope of
or
A,k,t,g
IL 2) Yi,j ,k,t aA,i,j ,g = a

/\

,

• ,Hor W

then
Vi,j {:\z[<jJ](a)}A,i,j,g = {[a/z]<jJ}A,i,j,g
PROOF. Note that {:\z[cp](a)}A,i,j,g = {:\z[<jJ]}A,i,j,g(aA,i,j,g) =
. ·r. -+d.J ] A . .
r:\dcpA,1.,J,.Z
L
g (a ,1.,J ,g)

=

<jJ

A .. [
A,i,j,gJ
,1.,J' z-+a
g (the last equality

holds because of the meaning of the expression between [and], see section 7).
We prove the theorem by proving that for all i,j and h, where his an assignment such that III: h(w) = g(w) for all free variables win a, the following holds:

. . [
A' i' j , h Jh
A . . h
<jJ A,1.,J, z+a
= {[a/z]<jJ} ,1.,J,
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This is proved by formula induction.
A .. [
A,i,j,hJh
A .•
o ,i,J, z-+a
= [a/2]0 ,i,J,h
1) cf> = o
2) cf> = w

if

. . [

w$

z A,i,J, z-+a

-Z

then see I), else

A' i 'j 'h]h = aA,i,J,
• . h = {[a/2]2} A,i,j,h
·

3) cf>= AW$. If w

=z

then [a/2]AZ$ = AZ$; the same holds when w does not

occur in$. In the remaining case we know that

w does not occur in a

because of requirement I. Then

~

{AW$}A,i,j,[z-+aA,i,j,hJh~3 Ad$A,i,j,[w+dJ{[z-+aA,i,j,hJh}

A · · [z-+aA,i,j,[w+d]hJ{[w+d]h}
A . . [w+d]h
Ad$ ,i,J,
~ Ad[a/2]$ ,i,J,
~3

[a/z]AW$A,i,j,h_ Equality (A) holds since w does not occur in a.
Equality (B) holds since we can apply the induction hypothesis with the
assignment [w+d]h (condition III is satisfied since w does not occur in a).
8) cf> = O $

If II. 1 holds then [a/z]Ow = $, else

.. [
A,i,j ,h]h
{• $} A,i,J,
z-+a
·=

Ak

.11,

1 E8 Vk,JI, $ , , ,

[2-+aA,i,j,h]h

A k JI, [z-+aA,k,t,h]h
II.
2 Vk, JI, $ ' ' '
<=:>

<=->

=

Vk,t{[a/z]v,}A,k,.t,h -

~ {[a/z]•v,l,i,j ,h
The proofs are s·imilar for
9) cf>= A$
{A$}

H$

A

A

$, else

A .. [
A, i,j ,h.h
A k t [2-+aA, i,j ,h]h
,i,J,, Z-+cL
J ~ Ak,JI, $ , , ,

10

= 1

and W$.

If II.I holds then [a/z] $ -

The cases 4 to 7 and

=

<=:>

=

are left to the reader.

CONSEQUENCE: The correctness of the reduction rule for A conversion. 1
Reduction rule 8: AZ[. •• z •• • ](a) is replaced by [ ••• a ••• ],
provided that one of the following conditions holds:
1) a is a variable
2) a is a formula of the form

A

n
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3) a is the translation of a proper name
4) z does not occur within the scope of

A

,

• ,Hor

W.

Correctness can be proved with the previous theorem as follows:
Condition I of the theorem holds if z is a variable that corresponds with
a term he.: the special way in which he -substitution takes place, guaran~
n
tees that we have only one binder for x. For other variables we created the

n

same situation as follows: the computer does not simply use variables as

p,P ••• but indexed ones. Each time a translation or reduction instruction
introduces a new instance of e.g. P, the computer takes a new index i and
uses P •• So again there is only one binder for each variable and thus I is
~

satisfied. Condition 4) is equal to II.I; and if one of the other conditions holds, then II.2 is satisfied: for I) and 2) because of the definition of valuation, for 3) because of meaning postulate I.
REMARK. Consider some formula which contains two A-operators. On the basis
of the above theorem, one might be tempted to think that it does not matter
which A-operator is reduced first. Surprisingly, this is not true; the
theorem guarantees logical equivalence between reduced formulas, but not
uniqueness of the formulas which are obtained if all reductions are performed. An example of a formula which has no unique A-reduced form is found by
FRIEDMAN & WARREN (1978). They consider
A

AX[Ay[ y = u(x)J(x)J(c)
where x and y are variables of type T, c is a constant of type T (c is not
the translation of a proper name) and u is a variable of type <T,<s,T>>.
Both A-operators may be reduced. Reducing AX yields Ay[Ay = u(c)J(c) which
cannot be reduced further since neither coridi tion II. I nor II. 2 holds. Reducing first AY yields Ax[ 11x = u(x)](c), which cannot be reduced either.
So we end up with two different, although equivalent, formulas.

10. EXTENSIONS AND MEANING POSTULATES
IO.I THEOREM. {v 11 a}A,i,j,g = aA,i,j,g

=a

A,i,j,g
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10.2

AV

A i j ·g .

REMARK. It is not in general true that { a} ' ' '

= a

A,i,j ,g

stated in PARTEE, 1975, p.250. A counterexample is as fellows

2

, as is

.

Let the

logical constant Bigboss be of type <s,e>, and as its valuation for i
and j have the individual concept on which the predicate is the most

powerful man on earth applies in world ion moment j. Suppose that
BigbossA,i,tl,g = Ai,j Farcf,i,j,g, and BigbossA,i,t,z,g =
Ai,j BresjnevA,i,j,g_ Now the following holds:

=

=

{Av Bigbass}A,i,t2,g(i,t 1)
Ak,i[BigbassA,k,i,g(k,i)J(i,t 1)
BigbassA,i:tl,g(i,t 1) = Farcf,i,tl,g. But BigbassA,i,tz,g(i,t 1) =

.
A,1.,t 1 ,g • So
BresJnev

AV

• b
. boss.
B~g
oss cannot be reduced to B~g

An example not using a constant with such a typical behaviour, can be

obtained if the language of intensional logic is extended with an

i:.f.. then eZse construct.
Let S be of type t, and

<P

and 1/J of type T and define
A. .

{if'
S then ,1, e Zse ,,, } ' 1 'J 'g
~
o/
o/

- f{q,}A,~,~,g if SA,i,j,g =
\
A 1. J g
L{l/J} ' ' '
otherwise

Let x and y be variables of type <s,e> and assume that g(x) I g(y)
but that for some (i,j) holds g(x)(i,j) = g(y)(i,j)
Then

I=

AV

•

V

[:!:f_ x

For certain formulas

<P

= Vy

then x else y]

I if Vx

of type <s,T> it holds that

= Vy

AV

<P

then x else y.

reduces to

e.g. if <Pis a variable. This is proved in the following theorem.

10.3 THEOREM. If q, is of type <s,T> and
u

•

·kn ,1,A,i,j,g = ,1,A,k,t,g

v,1.,J, •"'

then

AV
<P

=

o/

o/

<P

<P,

l7

This is a function from indices to elements of the set D
. It is
A · •
<s,T>
the same function as¢ ,i.J,g as is demonstrated by calculating their
values for an arbitrary point of reference: (m,n).
¢A,m,n,g(m,n)
The first equality holds ny meta-A-conversion, the second because of
the condition in the theorem.
.
A i j
10.4 CONVENTION. With A,i,j,g I= ¢ is meant ¢ ' ' '

o

.

.

= I. When A,i,J or g

0

are clear from the context or when they are arbitrary, we may omit
them, and write for instance g I=¢.
10.5 THEOREM. If o is the translation of an element of BIV other than rise

or change., then
II= D

o(x)

o (Vx)

+--r

*

PROOF. In meaning postulate 3 (p.265,-17) is stated that

JI=

• [ o(x)
Ax • [ o(x)

VMAx

So 3g: g I=
Now

+--r

[ vM] ( vx) J.

+--r

[vMJ(vx)J.

V

g I= o* = M holds
g

I=

Av[ o (v)

+--r

since

1cuo (Au) (v)

+--r

*
(using R4, Th 9, MP3, Th JO.I).

o(

A

V)

+--r

[

V

M] (

VA

V)

+--r

[

V

M] ( V)]

Substitution of o* for vM in MP3 yields
!I= Ax

•

[o(x)

+-+

o tx) J.

*

Consequently, for all i, j and g
A, i , j , g I=

o(x)

+--r

o (v x) •
*

REMARK I. Notice that the following reasoning is incorrect:
o (vx) +--r 1cuo(Au)(vx) +--r o(Avx) +--r o(x) +--r vM(vx)

*

because 1c-conversion is not allowed.
REMARK 2. From

FD

[o(x)

+--r

o*(vx)] the meaning postulate for intransi-

tive verbs directly follows: take g(M) = ('1cuo(Au)}A,i,j,g for some
j and g.

1.,
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10.6 THEOREM._ If o is the translation of find, lose, eat, love or date then

I=

D [o(x,P) ++

V

A

V

V

P( ')..yo*( x, y))J

PROOF. Analoguously to 10.5. Let S be as in MP 4 (p.263,+24). We prove
V

that o = S; the most important steps in the proof are:

*

o (p,q)
*·

++

A
A *
MP4
')...V')...u[o( u, V )](q)(p) ++

++

A
V
VA V
AUAV [ VA*
V ( ')...y[ SJ(
u, y)) ] (q)(p)

++

AUAV[ S(u,v)](q)(p)

·.

V

++

++

V

S(p,q).

So o* = vs; from this and MP 4 the theorem follows.
1o. 7 THEOREM.

f=

• [in' (P)(Q)(x)

++ VP( 1\y[ in; ( vy) (Q)

(x) J)) J

PROOF. In analogy of the definitions of run; and find;, we define in;
as ')...u')...Q')...x in;(A')...P.vP(u))(Q)(x).
Let G be as in MP 8 (p.264,+l). Analoguously to 10.5 we prove that
in' = vG. The most important steps are:
*
MPS

in;(u)(Q)(x)

++

in'(A')...P.vP(Au))(Q)(x)

++

GJ(u)(Q)(x).
[ VA ')...P. VP( Au) ](A ')...y [ [ VGJ( Vy)(Q)(x) ]) :+-+ [ V.
So in' =

*

V

G; from this and MP 8 the theorem follows.

10.8 THEOREM. Leto be a constant of type <<s,e>,t>
A

Let MPII be O[o(x) + Vu x = u],
and let MPIII be D[o(x) ++ o (vx)J.

*

Then (i)
MPII ~ MPIII
(ii)
and
MPIII ~ MPII.
This means that the meaning postulate for Common Nouns (MP 2,p.2b3,T20J
and the meaning postulate for Intransitive Verbs (MP 3,p.163,+22) are
independent.
PROOF.(i) Leto= man', so MPII is satisfied. Suppose that
t1

I= man' ( A Ford') •
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In 10.2 we introduced the constant Bigboss. In the same way as there
we obtain that {"vBigboss}A,i,tl,g(i,t 1) = Ford A,i,tJ,g
and

{"vBigboss}A,i,tl,g(i,t 2 ) = BresjnevA,i,t2,g.

Consequently, for no g:
g, t 1 I= AVBigboss = "u.
So for no g: g, t 1 I= man' <"vBigboss)
or equivalently (R4), for no g
g, t 1

So, if g(x) = [
t 1, g

I= man' (v Bigboss).
A 1• t g
AV • *

B~gboss] ' ' I' , then it does not hold that

I= man' (x)

++

V

man: ( x) .

PROOF.(ii) Leto= walk' so MPIII is satisfied. Suppose that

I= walk: (Ford). .
t 1 I= walk' (Bigboss).
t1

Then

So, if g(x) = ["vBigboss]k,i,tI-'g, then it does not hold that:
t 1 ,g

I= walk' (x)

+

A

Vu[x = u].

CONSEQUENCE: The following statement from PTQ (p.265,+19) is incorrect:
V

0 (x) ++ 0* ( x) if

o translate,s any member of BCN

other than price or temperature.
Only in some contexts it, is allowed by the meaning postulate to replace o(x) by o*(vx). In the next section it is proved that in the contexts introduced by the translations of terms it is allowed to replace
the variable x by "u, after which R4 can be applied.

11 . COMMON NOUNS
11.l CONVENTION. In this section, by o is meant the translation of some
Common Noun other than price or temperature.
A

11.2 THEOREM. Suppose w,x and u are of the same type, and~ does not con-

tain binders for or occurrences of x and u. Then g F x = "u implies
g

F [x/wH ~ g F ["u/w]~.
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PROOF. Because of the definition of valuation the following holds
g

I=

;\iv[cj>J(x) = Al.v[cj>J(Au); and in this situation lambda conversion is

allowed.
11.. 3 THEOREM. If 3s [a,+s Jg

I=

o(x) then 3a[a,+s, u+a Jg

PROOF. From meaning postulate 2 and [a,+sJg
[a,+s Jg

I= Vu[x=AuJ.

I=

A

I= x = u.

o(x)it follows that

This means exactly what we have to prove.

11.4 THEOREM.Suppose the aorulitions of theoPem 11.2 are satisfied.
A

A

Then g I= J\x[x/iv]cj> ,. g I= Au[ u/1.vJcj> and g I= Vu[ u/1.v]cj> ,. g I= Vx[x/ivJcj>
· •
• •
PROOF. {sis= {Au} A,i,J,g}
c {sis= x A,i,J,g}
A

A

11.5 THEOREM. A,i,j,g l=Vx[o(x) A P{x}J..,.. A,i,j,g l=Vu[o( u) AP{ u}J
PROOF. .,: See theorem 11 • 4

I=

,.: The left hand side means

3s[x-+sJg

o(x) A P{x}

with theorem 11.3 we conclude

3a[a,+s,u+aJg l=x=
[a,+s ,u+aJg

now apply theorem 11. 2, then
and, from definition of valuation

I=

A

u

A

A

o ( u) A P{ u}
A

A

A

A

[a,+sJg l=Vu[o( u) AP{ u}J

finally, since x does not occur,

g

I= Vu[o(

u) A P{ u}J

A

A

11.6 THEOREM. A,i,j,g l=Ax[o(x) + P{x}J ..... A,i,j,g l=Au[o( u) + P{ u}J
PROOF. ,.: apply theorem 11. 4
<=: by contraposition. Suppose that it was not true that

I= J\x[o(x) + P{x}J
g I= 71\x[o (x) + P{x} J
g I= Vx[ o (x) A7 P{x} J
g

this means that
which is equivalent to

Now we apply theorem II.5 and find g F Vu[o(Au) A7 P{Au}J
A

11.7 THEOREM. A,i,j,g FVy[J\x[o(x) ++

A,i,j,g ~ VuAu[o(Au)

+-r

A

g F Au[o( u) + P{ u}J

therefore it is not true that

x = yJ A P{y}J ,.

u = vJ A P{Au}J

PROOF. The left hand side is equivalent to
3s such that I: [y+sJg

I= J\x[o(x)

+-r

x = yJ and II: [y+sJg F P{y}
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From I follows [y+sJg l=o(y) ++y = y, so [y+sJg l=o(y).
A

Apply theorem 11.3 3a[y+s,v+a]g I= y = v,
A

Substitution in II (theorem 11.2) gives III: [y+s,v+aJg l=P{ v}
Substitution in I and theorem 11. 4 gives IV: [y+s, v+aJg ·I= Au[o ('u)++ Au=:'i,J
Since Yi,j {Au=Av}A,i,j,g = {u=v}A,i,j,g we may replace
Au= Au by u = v accordingly to section 8. The combination of III

with the result on IV of this replacement gives the right hand side.
11.8 THEOREM. A,i,j,g l=Vv[Au[o(Au) ++ u=vJ A P{Au}1

A,i,j,g

f

Vy[Ax[o(x)

++

=>

x = yJ A P{y}J

PROOF. The left hand side is equivalent to
A

A

3a such that I: [v+aJg I= Au[o( u) ++ u=vJ and II: [v+aJg l=P{ v}.
In I we replace u

=v

by

A

u

=V
A

and obtain thus I':

Let us suppose that [x+s Jg I= o (x).
A

Then ( theorem 11. 3 and 11. 4) 3a 1[x+s ,w-+a 1 Jg I= o( w)
A
A
A
UseI 1 :[x+s,w-+a 1 ,v+a]g I= w = v, so [x+s,w-+a 1 ,v+aJg l=x = v
A

We have proved that [v+aJg l=Ax[o(x)+x= vJ
On the other hand, suppose [v+a,x+sJg l=x =

A

v

then by I it follows that [v+a,x+sJg I= o(Av), so [v+a,x+sJg I= o(x)
A

Thus we proved [v+aJg I= Ax[x= v + o (x) J.
Combination with II and application of theorem 11.4 gives the desired
result.
11.9 REMARK. The last four proofs also hold when o(x) is replaced by

o(x) A [ •.• x ••. J. So the correctness of the b version of reduction
rules 13,14 and 15 follows.

12. EXAMPLES
In this section I present several examples of the treatment of sentences (or parts thereof) as these have actually been executed by the computer. On the basis of these examples some comments on PTQ and on the
program are made.
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EXAMPLE 1. Syntax
The following sentence is generated

Ma:py is her and Zove John.
This sentence illustrates two syntactic inaccuracies of PTQ. Only the first
verb has been conjugated, and her occurs instead of herseZf. The sentences
generated by the computer reveal several syntactic inaccuracies. For instance,
disjunction and conjunction cause trouble in combination with rules S5, Sl4
and Sl7. Since PTQ has already been studied for several years, it is not
surprising that most of these inaccuracies are known (e.g. BENNETT (1974)).
The non-obvious inaccuracies discovered with the help of the computer are
rather in the "logical" part of PTQ where the situation is less perspicuous.
In checking some versions of GROENENDIJK

&

STOKHOF (1976) the computer

assistence appeared to be also useful for the syntax.
EXAMPLE 2. Two relative clauses
The following is a part of a generated structure.

woman
he 2 Zoves a woman
S3,2:
woman such that she Zoves a woman
he 1 runs
S3,l: woman such that she Zoves a woman such that she runs
The last string can only be taken to be about a woman which loves a running
woman. The structure however indicates that there are two relative clauses
specifying a single head noun. The translation of the example above mentions
one loving and running woman and not, as is desired, a woman loving a running
woman. Thus we note that applying the same syntactic rule several times in
succession, can lead to incorrect results. The relation to the head noun,
however, is correct in the following example (due to J. Bresnan, mentioned
in PARTEE (1975)): Every girZ who attended a womans coZZege who made a

donation to it was incZuded in the Zist.
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EXAMPLE 3. A simple case
Syntactic Structure

Translation

SI :TERM:

Mary

Tld:

Ma:Py

SI: IV:

run

Tla:

run'

S4:SENT:Mary runs

&

Reduction

RS:

Mary ' * (I\ run ')
AP PtMa:Py '} (/\run)
/\run' {/\Mary'}

R2:

run' (/\Mary')

R4:

run'* (Mary')

T4:
RI:

This derivation is completely regular. The notational convention R4 has
been used to introduce the

. Instead of R4, also Rll was applicable; the

*
choice depends on the order of the reduction instructions in the program.

The computer tries to apply the notational conventions first of all. The
sentence

Ninety rises could also be generated with the same structure.

Translation and reduction proceeds in exactly the same way: rise' (/\ninety')
is obtained and next R4 is applied. Thus we note that the formula in PTQ
(p.26S,+IO) is not the final one.
EXAMPLE 4. Adverbs
Syntactic Structure
SI :TERM:

John

Translation & Reduction
Tl d:

SI: IAV:

sZ.owZ.y

Tl a:

SI: IV :

waZ.k

Tl a:

SI O: IV:

waZ.k sZ.owZ.y
S4:SENT:John waZ.ks sZ.owZ.y

TIO:
T4:

John '*
waZ.k'
sZ.owZ.y'
I\
sZ.owZ.y' ( waZ.k ')
John'* ( [sZ.owZ.y ' ( waZ.k ')])

Rl:

AP P{A John'}

([sZ.owZ.y 'fwaZ.k ') ])

RS:

"[sZ.owZ.y ' ( waZ.k ')]

R2:

sZ.owZ.y ,( waZ.k ') (John')

R3:

sZ.OwZ.y ' (John'., 11.waZ.k ')

{A John'}

We notice that sZ.owZ.y is treated as a two place relation. This is
clearly not intended in PTQ. If expressions of the category IAV are relations
then so is about a unicorn in John taZ.ks about a unicorn. In PTQ (p.267,+13)
we see that this is not meant. For this reason we have in the program as
condition for R3 not "y(a.)(S) is a meaningful expression of type t" but rather
"y translates a verb and for this verb R3 has not yet been applied".
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As a result the computer does not perform this reduction step in unintended
situations as above.
EXAMPLE 5. Seek*
Translation with immediate reduction

Syntactic Structure

uniaorn

CN:

Tla:

uniaorn'

S2:

T:

IV:

T:
SS:
S4:
S14,1:

In the translation of a uniaorn the variable x 2 is used since x 1 was reserved
for the translation of he 1 . When the variable x 2 is replaced, its index, for
technical reasons, is kept the same. This example demonstrates how the
computer obtains a reduced formula by conscientiously applying the reduction
rules. It is an excellent tool for doing such tedious computations.
When the sentence Marry finds a uniaorn with the same syntactic structure
(i.e. with S14,1) is treated, the same reduction steps can be made; so
the last step is an application of notational convention R6. But a different
process is also possible. After having obtained

find'(AMary', AAP3[P3{xl}J)
we may apply the meaning postulate for find (R12). Then we obtain
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this reduces (after R2,R8, R2,R8,R7) to

find'*(Mary',vx 1 ).
This expression has to be combined with the translation of a unicorn and
after reduction we obtain

vu 2 [unicorn;<u 2 )

A

find; (Mary',u 2 )J.

In general it makes no difference in which order we apply the translation or reduction rules. Sooner or later we-have to apply the same rules to
the same kind of expressions. Exceptions are A-conversion (see section 9)
and the rules for introduction of o • The above considerations on Mary finds

*

a unicorn demonstrate the latter. Once meaning postulate is applied (and a
corresponding sequence of reduction steps is required) we cannot apply the
notational convention any more. Happily these two ways always yield the same
final result. The computer tries at each stage to reduce as much as possible,
so in the above case find' is introduced by means of the meaning postulate.

*

Notice that in example 3 we also had two ways of introducing run;; the
formulas obtained in these ways would be identical (see also example 6).
EXAMPLE 6. Survey of

o*
Translation & Reduction

Syntactic Structure
SI: CN :

S2:TERM:
SI:

IV:

S4:SENT:

price
a price
rise
A price rises

Tl:

T2:
Tl:

T4:
R8:

price'
AP1 [vx 1 [price'(x 1 ) A P 1 {x 1 }JJ
rise
AP1[vx 1 [price'(x 1 ) A P 1 {x1 }JJ(Arise')
vx1 [price'(x 1 ) A Arise'{x1 }J

R2: Vx 1 [price'(x 1 )

A

rise'(x 1 )J

The resulting formula does not allow for application of the meaning
postulate for intransitive verbs since rise is an exception to the postulate,
nor can the notational convention be applied since then an argument of the
form

A

u 1 is required.

If the sentence had been
A

price runs

we could apply the meaning postulate since run'is not an exception. Then we
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obtain

Vx 1[price'(x 1 )

A

run;(vx1 )J.

If the sentence had been
A uniaorn rises

then we might apply the meaning postulate for connnon nouns (R13), thus obtaining

Vuiuniaorn;<u 1 )

A

A

rise·'( u 1 )J.

Next the notational convention can be applied to rise'; obtaining

vu 1 [uniaorn;(u 1 )

A

rise:(u 1 )J.

Finally we might consider the sentence
A uniaorn runs.

Here we have two ways of introducing run; (see example 3): the meaning postulate and the notational convention, both yielding the same final result.
EXAMPLE 7. In

Syntactic Structure
SJ

:TERM:

BiU
in

SI :PREP:
SI

.

CN

.

S2 :TERM:

S6

IAV:

SI

IV

SIO: IV

Su :SENT:

park
the park
in the park
walk
walk in the park
Bill walks in the park

The translation of Bill reduces (after RI) to

J...P1 P1 {ABiU '}
For the expression in the park we obtain (after R15,R4)

in'(AJ...P2 [vv 1 [Au 1 [park;(u 1 )

++-

u1 = v 1 J A P 2 {Av 1 }JJ)

So for Bill walks in the park we obtain

J...P/P/ABiU '} ](Ain '(AJ...PiVviAu/park; (u 1 )

++-

u1=v1JAP 2 {Av1 } JJ) (Awalk')])

After application of RS and R2 this becomes

in~AJ...P2 [vv 1 [Au 1 [park;(u 1 )

++-

ui=v 1 ]AP2{Av 1 }]])(Awalk')(ABill')

Next Rl6 is applied: the meaning postulate for in:
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">..PiVv /Au/park; (u 1 ) -

u 1=v l ]AP2{" v 1 } ]J){">..y 2(in; ('y 2 ) ("walk') ("BiU ')]}

After R2, RS, R2, RS, R7 we obtain

vv 1[Au 1 [park;(u 1 ) -

u 1=v 1 J "in;(v 1 )("walk')("Bill')J.

In PTQ no examples concerning the meaning postulate for in are mentioned.
This example illustrates the consequence of the meaning postulate: if someone
walks in "an individual concept", there is a corresponding "individual" in
which he walks.
EXAMPLE 8. Try to find
We consider the sentence

John tries to find a unicorn.
Let us assume that term substitution (Sl4,i) was not used in the generation
process. The translation of find a unicorn becomes (after some reductions):

find'(">..P 2[vu 1[unicorn;(u 1 ) "P2{"uA}JJ).
Since the translation of John becomes >..P1[P 1{ John'}] we obtain for the
translation of the whole sentence

>..P1[P1{"John'}J("try to'("find~">..P2[vu 1[unicorn;(u 1 )AP2{"u 1 }JJ))).
After application of R8,R2 and R3 we obtain

try to'("John',"[find'(">..P2[vu 1 [unicorn;(u 1 )AP2{"u 1 }JJ)J).
No one of the reduction rules Rl-Rl6 applies any more, so the computer now
applies Rl7 and obtains

try to'("John,"[>..y 1>..x 2[find'(x 2 ,y 1 )J(">..P2[vu 1[unicorn;(u 1 )AP2{"u 1 }JJ)J).
Since

find' now has become a two-place relation, the meaning postulate can

be applied to it and :{after application of RS and R2 several times and R7 once)
the final result is obtained:

try to'("John,">..x 2[vu 1[unicorn;(u 1 )Afind;(vx2 ,u 1 )JJ)
Our reduction principle is "at each stage: apply reduction rules until
none applies any more". Rule Rl7 is an exception to this principle. On the
one hand: treating Rl7 as an "everywhere" rule (which is more elegant than
our conditions for application) would almost be the same as translating

find by >..y>..x find'(x,y). This is, however, not done in PTQ. Moreover we would
in that case apply Rl7 in many cases were this is not needed (in the previous
examples we never used this rule). On the other hand; without Rl7 we would
end up with a formula which deviates from the one given in PTQ 3 .
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EXAMPLE 9. Progrannning Failure
Generated sentence:
Reduced formula

Mary is a woman
Vu[woman'(u) A Mary'=u]

*

In this situation we could do one traditional reduction step more and
thus obtain woman'(Mary'). It is a shortcoming of the program that it does

*

not account for this last step. The background for this is as follows. All
the reduction rules are local (as explained in section 6). The reduction
step under discussion however is not local. In order to decide whether a
subformula u

~

Mary' implies that all occurrences of u m~y be replaced by

Mary; the whole formula must be taken into account. If we had the connective

"+" instead of "A" then we could not reduce the formula any further. To
handle this case, we need a reduction rule of a new, complex kind. The same
need arises in the following situation.
Generated sentence: The fish loses the fish
Reduced formula:

vv 1[Au 1[fish;(u 1 )

++

u1 = v 1 ]

vv 2[Au 2[fish;(u 2 )
lose;<v 1 ,v 2 )]]

A

++

u 2=v 2 ]A

This formula expresses that there is exactly one fish and that, this
fish loses itself. The formula is equivalent to

VviAuifish;(u 1 )

+•

u 1=v 1 ]

A

lose;(v 1,v 1 )]]. Again, to make this step a

non local verification must be made.
It would of course be possible to give two rules, treating these incidental problems: That would be an ad hoc solution and other constructions
can easily be envisaged where non-local rules would be needed.
A solution to this kind of problems seems difficult to obtain, needing
powerful innovations. Moreover, one may only expect to obtain partial solution to the reduction problem. Since intensional logic is undecidable, a
terminating program reducing all formulas of intensional logic to a "simplest"
form cannot exist.
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NOTES

*

This article is a revision of the paper presented at the first Amsterdam
Colloquium on Montague Grammar and related topics (January 1976). I am
indebted to Johan van Benthem, Peter van Emde Boas, Joyce Friedman,
Jeroen Groenendijk, Ewan Klein, Martin Stokhof and Zeno Swijtink for their
remarks in several stages of the work on this subject.
The need for a complex conversion rule is brought to my attention by
Zeno Swijtink.

2 This counter-example is based upon an idea of Johan van Benthem.
3 The use of this rule was brought to my attention by Joyce Friedman (she
also works on a computer program for PTQ). Without this rule, the only
way to obtain the PTQ formula for John tr'ies to find a unicorn was to
start with a structure in which S14,i was used: John tries to
[a uniaorn[find him 1]]. This observation is due to Martin Stokhof.
Information about Friedman's work can be found in J. FRIEDMAN & D. WARREN
.

..

(1978) A parsing system for Montague grammar, Linguistics and Philosophy 2,
PP· 347-373.

